The classically-enhanced father protocol is an optimal protocol for a sender to transmit both classical and quantum information to a receiver by exploiting preshared entanglement and a large number of independent uses of a noisy quantum channel. We detail the proof of a quantum Shannon theorem that gives the three-dimensional capacity region containing all achievable rates that the classically-enhanced father protocol obtains. Points in the capacity region are rate triples consisting of the classical communication rate, the quantum communication rate, and the entanglement consumption rate of a particular coding scheme. The classically-enhanced father protocol is more general than any other protocol in the family tree of quantum Shannon theoretic protocols. Several previously known quantum protocols are now child protocols of the classically-enhanced father protocol. Interestingly, the classically-enhanced father protocol gives insight for constructing optimal classically-enhanced entanglement-assisted quantum error-correcting codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
One can argue that the most important breakthroughs in quantum Shannon theory were the quantum source coding theorem [1] and the quantum channel coding theorem [2, 3, 4] . The result of the quantum source coding theorem is a formula that determines the ultimate compressibility of quantum information. The result of the quantum channel coding theorem is a formula, though generally incomputable, for the capacity of a quantum channel for transmitting quantum information with high fidelity.
Quantum communication is not the only resource available in quantum information theory. Classical communication and entanglement play fundamental roles as well. An important question is then how one might combine all three different resources in an optimal way. Previous work has addressed the optimal trade-offs for source coding both quantum and classical information with the aid of entanglement [5] , but no one has yet considered the triple trade-offs for channel coding.
Quantum information theorists have organized protocols that exploit the different resources of quantum communication, classical communication, and entanglement into a family tree [6, 7, 8, 9] . One member of the tree is the father protocol [6, 7] . It gives the optimal rates for quantum communication and entanglement consumption when a sender and receiver have access to shared entanglement and a large number of independent uses of a noisy quantum channel. The father protocol is so named child protocols that the classically-enhanced father protocol generates and we pose several open problems related to time-sharing, "single-letterization" of our results, and ways to recover the "full triple trade-off" for coding classical and quantum information with entanglement assistance.
II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
The ensemble p (x) , ψ We can classically correlate states in some system X with each state ψ ABE x to produce an augmented ensemble
where the set {|x } x∈X is some preferred orthonormal basis for the auxiliary system X. The expected density operator of this augmented ensemble is the following classical-quantum state:
The Holevo information of the classical variable X with the quantum system B is I (X; B) σ . For the special case of a classical system X, taking the expectation of some of the above entropic quantities with respect to the density p (x) gives the respective conditional entropy H (A|X) σ , conditional coherent information I (A B|X) σ , and conditional mutual information I (A; B|X) σ : One can easily prove that I (A B|X) σ = I (A BX) σ . We use the notation I (A BX) σ for conditional coherent information in what follows. The above definitions lead to the following useful identities:
Proving the above identities is a simple matter of noting that the von Neumann entropy is equal for the reduced systems of a pure bipartite state. Adding the above identities gives the following one:
H (A|X) + I (A BX) = I (A; B|X) .
The chain rule for quantum mutual information proves to be useful as well:
I(AX; B) = I(A; B|X) + I(X; B).
All of the above information quantities possess operational interpretations in the theorems in this article. A noisy quantum channel N A →B acts as a completelypositive trace-preserving (CPTP) map. It takes a quantum system A as an input and produces a noisy output quantum system B.
A conditional quantum encoder E M A→B , or conditional quantum channel [16] , is a collection E
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The above figure depicts a general classically-enhanced father protocol. A sender Alice would like to communicate the quantum information in system A1 and the classical information in system X. Her system TA represents shared maximal entanglement with the receiver's system TB. Alice encodes her information and uses the noisy channel a large number of times. The environment Eve obtains part of the output and the receiver Bob obtains the other part. Bob combines his received systems with his half of the entanglement and performs a decoding operation to recover both the classical and quantum information.
n and his half of the entanglement T B . The instrument D B n T B →B1B EM produces a system B 1 with the quantum information that Alice sent, a classical registerM containing Alice's classical message, and another system B E that does not contain any useful information. Bob should be able to identify the classical message with high probability and recover the state ρ A1 with high fidelity. Figure 1 provides a detailed illustration of this protocol.
It is useful to consider the isometric extension U A →BE N of the channel N A →B where Alice controls the channel input system A , Bob has access to the channel output system B, and the environment Eve has access to the system E. For an independent and identically distributed (IID) channel N A n →B n as defined above, we write its isometric extension as U
. Also, it is useful to think of Alice's quantum system ρ A1 as a restriction of some pure state ϕ RA1 where Alice does not have access to the purification system R.
We formalize the classically-enhanced father quantum information processing task as follows. Define an (n, R, Q, E, ) classically-enhanced father code by
. This encoder encodes both her quantum information and classical information. Define the following states
so that Bob recovers the quantum information in system A 1 with high fidelity.
A rate triple (R, Q, E) is achievable if there exists an (n, R − δ, Q − δ, E + δ, ) classically-enhanced father code for any , δ > 0 and sufficiently large n. The capacity region C(N ) is a three-dimensional region containing all achievable rate triples (R, Q, E).
IV. CLASSICALLY-ENHANCED FATHER CAPACITY THEOREM
We now state our main theorem.
Theorem 1
The capacity region C(N ) of an entanglement-assisted quantum channel N for simultaneously transmitting both quantum information and classical information is equal to the following expression:
where Z is the closure of a set Z. The "one-shot" region C (1) (N ) is the set of all R, Q, E ≥ 0, such that
The above entropic quantities are with respect to a "oneshot" quantum state σ XABEE where
), (15) and the states φ
AA E x
are pure [33] and it is sufficient to consider |X | ≤ min {|A | , |B|} 2 + 1 by the method in Ref. [17] .
Proving that the above theorem holds consists of proving it in two steps, traditionally called the direct coding theorem and the converse. For our case, the direct coding theorem proves that the region corresponding to the right hand side of (11) is an achievable rate region. It constructs a classically-enhanced father protocol whose rates are in the region of the right hand side of (11) and shows that its fidelity of quantum communication is high and its probability of error of classical communication is small. The converse assumes that a good code with high fidelity and low probability of error exists and shows that the region on the right hand side of (11) bounds the achievable rate region. We prove the converse first in Section V and prove the direct coding theorem in Section VI.
A. Special Cases of the Classically-Enhanced
Father Capacity Theorem
We consider two special cases of the above capacity theorem that arise when one of R or E is equal to zero. Each of these special cases traces out a two-dimensional achievable rate region in the three-dimensional capacity region. The coding scenario is entanglement-assisted quantum communication (EAQ) [6, 7] when there is no classical communication. The achievable rate region for EAQ lies in the (0, Q, E) plane of the three-dimensional region in (11) .
The coding scenario is classicallyenhanced quantum communication (CEQ) [10] when there is no entanglement assistance. The achievable rate region for CEQ lies in the (R, Q, 0) plane of the threedimensional region in (11).
Entanglement-Assisted Quantum Capacity
The following theorem gives the two-dimensional capacity region C EAQ (N ) of a quantum channel N for entanglement-assisted quantum communication [6, 7] .
Theorem 2
The capacity region C EAQ (N ) is given by
The "one-shot" region C (1) (N ) is the set of all Q, E ≥ 0, such that
where the entropic quantities are with respect to the state σ XABEE in (15) with the restriction that the density p(x) is degenerate.
A special case of the above theorem is the quantum capacity theorem [2, 3, 4] . This case occurs when E = 0, or equivalently, when there is no entanglement available. The E register is trivial (not necessary) when determining the quantum capacity because noiseless, isometric encodings are optimal [18] .
Classically-Enhanced Quantum Capacity
The following theorem gives the two-dimensional capacity region C CEQ (N ) for classically-enhanced quantum communication through a quantum channel N [10] .
Theorem 3
The capacity region C CEQ (N ) is given by
The "one-shot" region C (1) (N ) is the set of all R, Q ≥ 0, such that
where the entropic quantities are with respect to the state σ XABEE in (15) with the restriction that the E system is trivial.
A special case of the above capacity region is again the quantum capacity, occurring when there is no classical communication. For this case, we maximize over states of the form stated above with the additional restriction that the density p (x) is degenerate.
V. THE CONVERSE PROOF
Our method for proving the converse of Theorem 1 is first to bound the quantum communicate rate. We get this bound by employing steps that are similar to those in Ref. [7] that prove the optimality of the father protocol. Our method for bounding the classical communication rate is different from the standard technique of using Fano's inequality [19] and the Holevo bound [20] . We use a method of reasoning similar to that in Ref. [5] that appeals to the optimality of another protocol. Our method is to use some extra entanglement and superdense coding [21] to convert all of the quantum communication to classical communication. We then bound the original classical communication rate with a proof by contradiction that appeals to the optimality of Shor's capacity theorem for entanglement-assisted classical communication [11] .
We now recall both Shor's capacity theorem and the Alicki-Fannes' inequality for continuity of coherent information and then proceed to prove the converse.
Theorem 4
The entanglement-assisted classical capacity region C EAC (N ) of a quantum channel N is equal to the following expression:
The "one-shot" region C (1) (N ) is the set of all R, E ≥ 0, such that
where the entropic quantities are with respect to the state σ XABEE in (15) with the restriction that the E system is not necessary.
The E register is not necessary for this case because isometric encodings are optimal [7, 12] .
Theorem 5 (Alicki-Fannes Inequality [22] ) Suppose two states ρ AB and σ AB are close:
Then their respective coherent informations are close:
|A| is the dimension of the system A and H ( ) is the binary entropy function that has the property lim →0 H( ) = 0. 
where we consider the isometric extension E
. The average density operator over all classical messages is then as follows:
Alice sends the A n system through the noisy channel U
, producing the following state:
).
Define A ≡ RT B so that the above state is a particular n th extension of the state in (15) . The above state is the state at time t in Figure 1 . Bob receives the above state and performs a decoding instrument D
The protocol ends at time t f . Let (ω )
with the decoding instrument D B n T B →B1B EM . Suppose that an (n, R − δ, Q − δ, E + δ, ) classicallyenhanced father protocol as given above exists. We prove that the following bounds apply to the elements of its rate triple (R − δ, Q − δ, E + δ):
for any , δ > 0 and all sufficiently large n.
In the ideal case, the identity channel acts on system A 1 to produce the maximally entangled state Φ RB1 . So for our case, the following inequality
holds because the protocol is -good for quantum communication according to the criterion in (10) . We first prove the upper bound in (27) on the quantum communication rate:
The first equality follows by evaluating the coherent information for the state Φ RB1 , the first inequality follows from (30) and the Alicki-Fannes' inequality in Theorem 5, the second inequality is from strong subadditivity, the third inequality is quantum data processing, the fourth inequality follows because H (T B |B n M ) ≤ H (T B |M ) (conditioning reduces entropy), and the last equality follows from the definition A ≡ RT B and the fact that H(T B |M ) ω = nE for the state ω. The inequality in (27) follows by redefining δ as δ ≡ δ + 4Q +
We next prove the other upper bound in (28) on the quantum communication rate. The following identity holds for the state ω:
Combine (31) with the above identity to give the following chain of inequalities:
The last inequality follows by the identity in (3). We prove the lower bound in (29) on the entanglement consumption rate by using the following identity:
Combine this identity with the inequality in (31) and the above expression for H(A|M ) ω to obtain the lower bound in (29):
We now prove the upper bound in (26) 
because superdense coding yields a classical communication rate that is double the quantum communication rate. This classical communication is -good because the original quantum communication is -good. The new protocol uses at least H(A|M ) ω ebits because the following inequality holds
The bound in Theorem 4 then applies to the total classical communication rate R + R Q of this new protocol because it is a protocol for 2 -good entanglement-assisted classical communication:
Suppose for now that the classical rate R exceeds
This assumption then leads to the possibility that the sum rate R + R Q exceeds the bound from entanglementassisted classical coding by using the chain rule in (4), contradicting the optimality of that protocol. Thus, the bound in (26) holds for the classical rate R. 2 It would be ideal to prove that isometries are optimal and eliminate the need for the extra E register. It is not clear that we can use the technique from Ref. [18] to prove that isometries are optimal. That proof relies on using the decoder to show optimality of an isometric encoder. In the case of entanglement-assisted coding, the decoder uses Bob's half of the entanglement in addition to the channel outputs. So it is not clear that the method in Ref. [18] applies because an entanglementassisted encoder performs encoding operations on Alice's qubits only.
It seems that the E register serves as a place for Alice to put any extra entanglement that the protocol does not consume. In the above protocol, Alice just throws away the E register because it contains extra, unnecessary entanglement. In practice, Alice would not throw away this precious extra entanglement but instead would coordinate with Bob to save it for the next round of the protocol.
VI. THE DIRECT CODING THEOREM
We can phrase the direct coding theorem as the classically-enhanced father resource inequality (see Ref. [7] for the theory of resource inequalities):
The precise statement of the classically-enhanced father resource inequality is a statement of achievability. For any , δ > 0 and sufficiently large n, there exists a protocol that consumes n uses of the noisy channel N A →B and consumes ≈ nI (A; E|X) σ /2 ebits. In doing so, the protocol sends ≈ nI (A; B|X) σ /2 qubits with 1 − fidelity and ≈ nI (X; B) σ classical bits with probability of error. The entropic quantities are with respect to the state σ XABEE in (15) with a trivial system E (the system E is not necessary because we use isometric encoders in the proof of the direct coding theorem).
The proof of the direct coding theorem for the classically-enhanced father protocol proceeds in several steps. We first establish some definitions relevant to an entanglement-assisted quantum code, or father code for short, and recall the direct coding theorem for entanglement-assisted quantum (EAQ) communication [6, 7, 8] . We then define a random father code, give a few relevant definitions and properties, and prove a version of the EAQ coding theorem that applies to random father codes. In particular, we show random father codes exist whose expected channel input is close to a product state (similar to result of the random quantum coding theorem in Appendix D of Ref. [4] ). We follow this development by showing how to "paste" random father codes together so that the expected channel input of the pasted random code is close to a product state containing a classical message. A random classically-enhanced father code is then a collection of "pasted" father codes. The closeness of each expected channel input to a product state allows us to apply the HSW coding theorem [23, 24] so that Bob can decode the classical message while causing almost no disturbance to the encoded quantum information. Based on the classical message, Bob determines which random father code he should be decoding for. This method of efficiently coding classical and quantum information is the "piggybacking" technique introduced in Ref. [10] and applied again in Refs. [17, 25] . The final arguments consist of a series of Shannon-theoretic arguments of derandomization and expurgation. The result is a deterministic classically-enhanced father code that performs well and achieves the rates in the capacity region in Theorem 1.
A. Father Codes
The unencoded state of a father code is as follows
where
The isometric encoder E A1T A →A n of the father code maps kets on the systems A 1 and T A as follows
where the states |φ k,m A n are mutually orthogonal. Therefore, the encoder E A1T A →A n maps the unencoded state in (34) to the following encoded state:
where we define the states |φ k A n T B in the following definition.
tation of the father code. The EAQ codewords are as follows:
The EAQ code density operator ρ A n T B (C) is a uniform mixture of the EAQ codewords:
The channel input density operator ρ A n (C) is that part of the code density operator ρ A n T B (C) that is input to the channel:
The above definitions imply the following two results:
The direct coding theorem for entanglement-assisted quantum communication gives a method for achieving the optimal quantum communication rate and entanglement consumption rate.
Proposition 1 (EAQ Coding Theorem) Consider a quantum channel N A →B and its isometric extension U A →BE N . For any , δ > 0 and all sufficiently large n, there exists an (n, ) entanglement-assisted quantum code defined by isometries (E, D), such that the trace distance between the actual output
and the ideal decoupled output
is no larger than , for any state ϕ RA1 with dimension 2 nQ in the system A 1 and any maximally entangled Φ T A T B equivalent to nE ebits. The rate of quantum communication is Q−δ = 
where |ψ AA is the purification of some state ρ A .
Proof See Ref. [8] . 2
B. Random Father Codes
We cannot say much about the channel input density operator ρ A n (C) for a particular EAQ code C. But we can say something about the expected channel input density operator of a random EAQ code C (where C itself becomes a random variable).
Definition 2 A random EAQ code is an ensemble {p C , C} of codes where each code C occurs with probability p C . The expected code density operator ρ A n T B is as follows:
The expected channel input density operator ρ A n is as follows:
A random EAQ code is "ρ-like" if the expected channel input density operator is close to a tensor power of some state ρ:
It follows from the above definition that
We now state a version of the direct coding theorem that applies to random father codes. The proof shows that we can produce a random father code with an expected channel input density operator close to a tensor power state.
Proposition 2
Suppose that we have an ensemble {p (x) , ρ x } x∈X of quantum states. Let x n ≡ x 1 · · · x n denote a classical string generated by the density p (x) where each symbol x i ∈ X . Then there is a density operator ρ x n corresponding to the string x n where
Suppose that we label a random father code by the string x n and let ρ A n x n denote its expected channel input density operator.
Definition 3 A random father code is (ρ x n )-like if the expected channel input density operator ρ A n x n is close to the state ρ x n :
Proposition 3 Suppose we have an ensemble as above. Consider a quantum channel N A →B with its isometric extension U A →BE N . Then there exists a random (ρ x n )-like entanglement-assisted quantum code for the channel N A →B for any , δ > 0, for all sufficiently large n, and for any classical string x n in the typical set T X n δ [19] . Its quantum communication rate is I(A; B|X)/2−c δ and its entanglement consumption rate is I(A; E|X)/2 + c δ for some constants c , c where the entropic quantities are with respect to the state in (15) with a trivial system E . The state ρ x n is generated from the restriction of the ensemble {p (x) , φ The HSW coding theorem gives an optimal method for sending classical information over a noisy quantum channel. The crucial property that we exploit is that it uses a product-state input for sending classical information. This tensor-product structure is what allows us to "piggyback" classical information onto father codes. [23, 24] ) Consider an input ensemble {p (x) , ρ A x } that gives rise to a classical-quantum state σ XB where
Proposition 4 (HSW Coding Theorem
Let R = I(X; B) σ − c δ for any δ > 0 and for some constant c . Then for all > 0 and for all sufficiently large n, there exists a classical encoding map
and a decoding POVM
that allows Bob to decode any classical message m ∈ [2 nR ] with high probability:
The density operators τ B n m are the channel outputs
and the channel input states ρ A n x n are a tensor product of states in the ensemble:
We are now in a position to prove the direct coding part of the classically-enhanced father capacity theorem. The proof is similar to that in Ref. [10] . Proof [Direct Coding Theorem] Define the classical message set 2 nR , the classical encoding map f , the channel output states τ We first prove that the expectation of the classical error probability for message m is small. The expectation is with respect the random father code C m . Let τ B n Cm denote the channel output density operator corresponding to the father code C m :
Let τ 
because the trace distance is monotone under the quantum operation N A n →B n . It then follows that the POVM element Λ B n m has a high probability of detecting the expected channel output density operator τ 
The first inequality follows from the following lemma [16] that holds for any two quantum states ρ and σ and a positive operator Π where 0 ≤ Π ≤ I:
Tr {Πρ} ≥ Tr {Πσ} − ρ − σ 1 .
The second inequality follows from Proposition 4 and (40). We define Bob's decoding instrument D B
n T B →B1B EM C for the random classically-enhanced father code C as follows:
is the decoding isometry for the father code C m and each map D
is trace reducing. The induced quantum operation corresponding to this instrument is as follows:
Let p e (C m ) denote the classical error probability for each classical message m of the classically-enhanced father code C:
Then by the above definition, (41), and the fact that the trace does not change under the isometry D B n T B →B1B E Cm , it holds that the expectation of the classical error probability p e (C m ) with respect to the random father code C m is low:
We now prove that the expectation of the quantum error is small (the expectation is with respect to the random father code C m ). Input the state Φ RA1 ⊗ Φ T A T B to the encoder E :
Let Ω 
The above inequality is then sufficient for us to apply a modified version of the gentle measurement lemma (Lemma 2 in Appendix C) so that the following inequality holds
Monotonicity of the trace distance gives an inequality for the trace-reducing maps of the quantum decoding instrument:
The following inequality also holds
The first inequality follows by definitions and the triangle inequality, the first equality follows because the trace distance is invariant under isometry, the second equality follows because the operator Λ
Cm is positive, the third equality follows because from some algebra, and the second inequality follows from (41). The fidelity of quantum communication for all classical messages m and codes C m is high
because each code C m in the random father code is good for quantum communication. It then follows that
(47) because of the relation between the trace distance and fidelity [16] . Application of the triangle inequality to (47), (46), and (45) gives the following bound on the expected quantum error
and where we define the quantum error q e (C m ) of the code C m as follows:
The above random classically-enhanced father code relies on Alice and Bob having access to a source of common randomness. We now show that they can eliminate the need for common randomness and select a good classically-enhanced father code C that has a low quantum error q e (C m ) and low classical error p e (C m ) for all classical messages m in a large subset of 2 nR . By the bounds in (42) and (48), the following bound holds for the expectation of the averaged summed error probabilities:
If the above bound holds for the expectation over all random codes, it follows that there exists a particular classically-enhanced father code C = {C m } m∈ [2 nR ] with the following bound on its averaged summed error probabilities:
We fix the code C and expurgate the worst half of the father codes-those father codes with classical messages m that have the highest value of p e (C m ) + q e (C m ). This derandomization and expurgation yields a classicallyenhanced father code that has each classical error p e (C m ) and each quantum error q e (C m ) upper bounded by 2 ( + (1 + |X |) ) for the remaining classical messages m. This expurgation decreases the classical rate by a negligible factor of 1 n .
2 Note that the above proof is a scheme for entanglement transmission. This task is equivalent to the task of subspace transmission (quantum communication) by the methods in Ref. [18] .
VII. CHILD PROTOCOLS OF THE CLASSICALLY-ENHANCED FATHER PROTOCOL
We detail two protocols that are each a child of the classically-enhanced father protocol in the sense of Ref. [7] . Recall the classically-enhanced father resource inequality in (33) . Recall the three respective unit resource inequalities for teleportation, superdense coding, and entanglement distribution:
We can first append entanglement distribution to the classically-enhanced father resource inequality. This appending gives rise to the classically-enhanced quantum protocol in Ref. [10] . The development proceeds as follows:
where the first inequality is the classically-enhanced father resource inequality, the first equality exploits the identity in (2) , and the last inequality follows from entanglement distribution. By the cancellation lemma (Lemma 4.6 of Ref. [7] ), the following resource inequality holds
where o [qq] represents a sublinear amount of entanglement. The above resource inequality is equivalent to the classically-enhanced quantum protocol in Ref. [10] (modulo the sublinear entanglement). We can then combine the classically-enhanced father protocol with superdense coding to get Shor's entanglement-assisted classical capacity result [11] :
where the first equality uses the identity in (1), the first inequality uses the classically-enhanced father resource inequality, the second inequality uses superdense coding, and the last equality uses the chain-rule identity in (4). The above rates are the same as those in Refs. [7, 11] . The father protocol is not a child protocol of the classically-enhanced father protocol because we cannot use the three unit inequalities in (49-51) to obtain the father resource inequality from the classically-enhanced father [34] .
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have constructed an optimal entanglement-assisted classical-quantum coding strategy, the classicallyenhanced father protocol. This coding strategy is useful in determining a three-dimensional capacity region that contains two previously known regions as a special case.
We discuss several open problems in what follows.
A. The Issue of Time-Sharing
Time-sharing is a simple method of combining coding strategies [19] . As an example, consider the case of timesharing a channel between an (n, Q 1 , ) quantum code and another (n, Q 2 , ) quantum code. For any λ where 0 < λ < 1, the sender uses the first code for a fraction λ of the channel uses and uses the other code for a fraction (1 − λ) of the channel uses. This time-sharing strategy produces a quantum code with rate λQ 1 +(1 − λ) Q 2 and error at most 2 .
An important question for entanglement-assisted classical-quantum coding is whether a time-sharing strategy is optimal for some scenario. If this result were true for some scenario, it would imply that our classicallyenhanced father protocol is not useful for this scenario because one could just time-share the channel with other strategies. We do not answer this question in the present article, but instead give evidence that time-sharing is not optimal in certain cases.
There are three time-sharing strategies that one could employ in entanglement-assisted classical-quantum (EACQ) coding. In all three strategies, we suppose that the sender and receiver share some finite amount of entanglement E. The three strategies are as follows:
1. Use an entanglement-assisted quantum code with rate triple (0, Q 1 , E 1 ) and an HSW code with rate triple (R 2 , 0, 0). If E = λE 1 , then timesharing produces an EACQ code with rate triple
2. Use an entanglement-assisted classical code with rate triple (R 1 , 0, E 1 ) and a quantum channel code with rate triple (0, Q 2 , 0). If E = λE 1 , then timesharing produces an EACQ code with rate triple (λR 1 , (1 − λ) Q 2 , E).
3. Use an entanglement-assisted quantum code with rate triple (0, Q 1 , E 1 ) and an entanglement-assisted classical code with rate triple (R 2 , 0, E 2 ). If E = λE 1 + (1 − λ) E 2 , then time-sharing produces an EACQ code with rate triple ((1 − λ) R 2 , λQ 1 , E).
Time-sharing is not optimal in some cases when the sender and receiver do not share entanglement [10] . Specifically, Devetak and Shor showed that time-sharing is not optimal when the noisy channel is the dephasing channel. They simplified the problem significantly by first showing that the classically-enhanced quantum capacity region for a degradable channel is "singleletterizable." The dephasing channel is an example of a degradable channel and thus its capacity region simplifies. Then the computation becomes much simpler for showing the sub-optimality of time-sharing.
The obvious step for our case is to determine if the three-dimensional capacity region "single-letterizes" for the case of a degradable channel. It is straightforward to apply the argument in Ref. [10] and subadditivity of von Neumann entropy to show that the quantum communication expression in (14) "single-letterizes." But it is not clear that the expression for the entanglement consumption rate does.
We show in what follows that a time-sharing strategy is optimal in the case where the sender and receiver share unlimited entanglement. We state the result formally as the following lemma.
Lemma 1 Suppose that a sender and receiver share unlimited entanglement. Then a time-sharing strategy for entanglement-assisted classical-quantum coding is optimal:
(53) The entropic quantity is maximized with respect to the state in Theorem 4.
Proof We prove this lemma using a proof by contradiction. Given an unlimited amount of entanglement, the following resource equality holds
by superdense coding and teleportation. Shor's version [11] of the unlimited entanglement-assisted classical capacity [12, 13] states that the rate I(AX; B) is achievable and optimal. This result and the resource equality in (54) imply that the unlimited entanglement-assisted quantum capacity is I(AX; B)/2. If it were not so, then one could convert all of the quantum communication to classical communication by superdense coding and beat the rate I(AX; B). But this result contradicts the optimality of the unlimited entanglement-assisted classical capacity. Likewise, suppose that the resource inequality in (53) is not optimal. That is, there exists a protocol that beats the rates in (53) for some λ where 0 < λ < 1.
With unlimited entanglement, we can convert all of the quantum communication to classical communication by superdense coding. But this result again contradicts the optimality of the unlimited entanglement-assisted classical capacity. 2 Thus we have two different results. Time-sharing is not necessarily optimal when there is no entanglement available, but it is optimal when there is an infinite amount of entanglement available. In reality, a sender and receiver have only a finite amount of entanglement available, and the above argument in Lemma 1 does not apply. Thus, we conjecture that there are some parts of the capacity region where time-sharing is not necessarily optimal (but there may be others where it is). The classically-enhanced father protocol should be optimal in a "low-entanglement" region where time-sharing is not, but time-sharing might be optimal in a "highentanglement" region.
B. The Full Triple Trade-off
In this article, we discuss the classically-enhanced father protocol and its optimality only. Special cases of the rate region are the two-dimensional regions achieved by entanglement-assisted quantum coding and classically-enhanced quantum coding. Shor's region for entanglement-assisted classical communication is not part of the achievable rate region of Theorem 1. So it remains an open question to characterize the full triple trade-off region. Our conjecture is that the classicallyenhanced father capacity region combined with the rate region obtainable by the unit resource inequalities in (49-51) should produce the full triple trade-off region.
C. The Structure of Optimal Classically-Enhanced
Father Codes
In Ref. [14] , one of the authors constructed a classically-enhanced father code that uses only ancilla qubits for encoding classical information. In Ref. [15] , the other author constructed a classically-enhanced father code that uses both ancilla qubits and ebits for encoding classical information. One might think that using ebits in addition to ancilla qubits for encoding classical information could improve performance and it was unclear which coding structure might perform better.
The structure of our classically-enhanced father protocol actually gives a hint for constructing optimal classically-enhanced father codes that achieve the rates in Theorem 1. Consider the protocol in the proof of the direct coding part of Theorem 1. Bob decodes the classical information by measuring the channel outputs only. He does not need to measure his half of the entanglement to decode the classical information. This decoding implies that he is not using the entanglement for sending classical information-if he were, he would need to measure his half of the entanglement as well. This observation lends creedence to the conjecture that it is sufficient to encode classical information into ancilla qubits when attempting to construct codes that achieve the optimal trade-off rate triple in Theorem 1.
But this argument does not take into account the possibility of discovering another protocol that encodes classical information into ebits and achieves an optimal tradeoff rate triple. In fact, the authors in Ref. [17] discuss an alternative to the piggybacking technique that first decodes quantum information and then decodes classical information. So it may be interesting to see if this alternate technique can apply for achieving a set of triple trade-off rates different from those in Theorem 1.
D. Other Issues
It would be useful to investigate channels for which the capacity region in Theorem 1 becomes "singleletterizable." One might begin with degradable channels, but so far, we have only been able to determine that the classical communication rate and the quantum communication rate "single-letterizes." One might need an additional restriction on the channel to show that the entanglement consumption rate "single-letterizes." Another issue remains with the "pasting" proof technique. It relies on the assumption that the channel is IID and thus does not apply in a straightforward way to channels with memory. Many proof techniques in quantum Shannon theory rely on a "one-shot" lemma applied to the IID case. The usefulness of this method of proof is that the one-shot result can apply to more general scenarios such as channels that have memory. So it may be useful to develop a one-shot result for the code pasting technique. A whose spectral decomposition is as follows:
The n th extension of the above state as a tensor power state is as follows:
We define the pruned distribution p n as follows:
where T X n δ denotes the δ-typical set of sequences with length n. Let ρ A n denote the following "pruned state":
For any > 0 and sufficiently large n, the state ρ A n is close to ρ A n by the gentle measurement lemma [26] and the typical subspace theorem [20] :
For any density operator ρ A , it is possible to construct an entanglement-assisted quantum code that achieves the quantum communication rate and entanglement consumption rate in Proposition 2. Ref. [8] provides grouptheoretical and other clever arguments to show how to achieve the rates in Proposition 2.
Another method for achieving the rates in Proposition 2 is to exploit the connection between quantum privacy and quantum coherence in constructing quantum codes [4, 27] . Indeed, in Ref. [28] , one of the current authors showed how to construct secret-key-assisted private classical codes for a quantum channel. Using the methods of [4, 27] , it is possible to make "coherent" versions, i.e., entanglement-assisted quantum codes, of these secret-key-assisted private classical codes. Let [k] denote a set of size ∼ 2 nQ and let [m] denote a set of size ∼ 2 nE . Let U k,m denote ∼ 2 n(Q+E) random variables that we choose according to the pruned distribution p n (x n ). The realizations u k,m of the random variables U k,m are sequences in X n and are the basis for constructing an entanglement-assisted quantum code C whose codewords are as follows
The entanglement-assisted quantum codewords |φ k
in C are as follows
We then expurgate this code to improve its performance and this expurgation has a minimal impact on the rate of the code. After expurgation, the code forms a good entanglement-assisted quantum code, resulting in failure with probability + 10 4 √ by the arguments in Refs. [4, 27] .
Suppose that we choose a particular entanglementassisted quantum code C according to the above prescription. Its code density operator is Suppose we now consider the entanglement-assisted code chosen according to the above prescription as a random code C (where C is now a random variable). Let ρ 
Choosing our code in the particular way that we did leads to an interesting consequence. The expectation of the density operator corresponding to Alice's restricted codeword |φ U k,m A n is equal to the pruned state in (A1):
because we choose the codewords |φ U k,m randomly according to the pruned distribution p n (x n ). Then the expected channel input density operator ρ 
Then we know that the following inequality holds for ρ 
by the typical subspace theorem and the gentle measurement lemma. The expurgation of any entanglementassisted code C has a minimal effect on the resulting channel input density operator [4] :
The above inequality implies that the following one holds for the expected channel input density operators ρ 
because the trace distance is convex. The following inequality holds
by applying the triangle inequality to (A5) and (A6). Therefore, the random entanglement-assisted quantum code is ρ-like. 2
APPENDIX B
We now prove Proposition 3 that applies to a random father code that has an associated classical string. Proof [Proposition 3] The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 5 in Ref. [10] . Suppose that we have an ensemble {p x , ρ x by "pasting" |X | of these codes together (one for each x). Applying the triangle inequality |X | times, the expected channel input density operator ρ 
Consider the classical sequence x n . Let random variable X have the probability distribution p and define the typical set
where n x ≡ N (x|x n ) is the number of occurrences of the symbol x in x n . If x n lies in the typical set T X n δ , then we can construct a conditional permutation operation that
